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Pneumatic Tube Exhibit for Discovery Space, Phase I 
Overview 
The goal of this project is to design and construct a working prototype of 
a pneumatic tubing exhibit and make recommendations to improve 
performance, reliability and robustness for a follow-on capstone design 
project. The sponsor, Discovery Space of Central Pennsylvania, would 
like the exhibit to be a medium for visitors to donate through; the visitor 
can place their donation in the tubing and it will flow through the tubing into a secure location. The 
phase I design team is responsible for designing and constructing the prototype, which will be used for 
site visits and demonstrations. The phase II team will build the final exhibit to remain in the museum. 
The phase I team must keep documentation of everything done throughout the project as data for the 
phase II team.   
 

Objectives 
The team’s objective was to design and construct a prototype that will meet all of the customer’s needs, 
most importantly to stimulate curiosity and spark imagination in children. The team must also document 
all materials, processes, and outcomes as information for the phase II team.  
 

Approach 
 Visited museum, interviewed staff, observed children’s interaction with current exhibits 

 Researched patents and similar exhibits at other museums 

 Determined customer needs, turned needs into specifications through QFD 

 Generated design concepts, selected best concept via post-it method 

 Researched part cost, finalized prototype mechanical and electrical design 

 Determined construction schedule 

 Completed construction, facing real-time obstacles as construction progressed 

 Tested prototype to ensure full functionality and safety 

 Presented prototype to museum staff for feedback and final refinement 

 Created USB drive with all part information, construction instructions, electrical drawings, etc. for 
phase II team 

 

Outcomes 
 Prototype consists of two tubing tracks, 

one for donations, one for ping 
pong/foam balls 

 Fan with three speed settings supplies 
air as power source 

 Linear actuator and associated 
electronics allow user input via push 
buttons to determine which track has air 
flowing through 

 Fully functional prototype plus USB 
drive with documentation delivered to 
museum 


